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NovaCorp Small Bridge

This is the a bridge design used by NovaCorp for its smaller vessels.

History

The NovaCorp released this small bridge design in YE 36.

Description

The bridge is a double wall construct, with the occupied area being round. The corners are used for
storage or equipment. Because the bridge is a secured area, it is equipped with a double door system.

The bridge has four NovaCorp consoles with chairs. The chairs have active restraints and are padded with
acceleration foam. Each console has its own display and two programmable surface panels. Bridge
lighting is supplied by four lamps mounted along the side walls. A large view screen dominates the front
of the bridge. On either side of the main screen a two programmable displays usually used to display ship
status. The panels swing open to allow access to equipment behind them. The small bridge occupies 3m
x 3m.

Stations

The centermost station is the command console. The station in the fore section of the bridge is the helm.
The port side station handles systems monitoring and engineering. The starboard side is the
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mission/security station which is used to monitor docking, communications, and passenger activities.

On either side of the door to the bridge are mounted Fire Extinguisher �s. There is also a storage locker
as well which holds emergency equipment such as space suits, first aid kits, and repair kits.

OOC Notes

Article and DOGA art by Nashoba.
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